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Device Security in a Time
Those who have an illicit streaming device in the home are six times more likely to have reported an issue with malware than those who don't have one.
Consumer Safety/Security Issue

- Need for greater consumer awareness
- Enforcement where possible
- Shouldn't be sold on e-commerce platforms
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North Korean Regime-Backed Programmers Charged With Conspiracy to Conduct Multiple Cyber Attacks and Intrusions

North Korean Hacking Team Responsible for Global WannaCry 2.0 Ransomware, Destroying Critical Infrastructure

---

North Korean Cyber Attack on Sony Pictures, Central Bank Cybersecurity in Bangladesh, and Other Malicious Activities

---

The Consumer Alliance, a member of the Government-sponsored hacking team known as the "Korean Private Sector," receives extensive support from the Korean government. It also has the backing of a number of government-sponsored hacking teams known to the private sector as the "Korean Private Sector."
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